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A new numerical model of coupled inland ice sheet, Ice 
stream, and ice shelf flow and its application to the 
West Antarctic Ice Sheet 
Christina L. Hulbe 1 and Douglas R. MacAyeal 
Department of Geophysical Sciences, University of Chicago. Chicago, Illinois 
Abstract. We have developed a dynamic/thermodynamic finite element numerical 
model that couples inland ice sheet, ice stream, and ice shelf dynamics. This new 
model stands apart from other whole ice sheet models in its explicit treatment 
of ice stream flow. Additionally, the model accounts for both horizontal and 
vertical advection and diffusion of temperature in the flowing ice. In present day 
simulations of the West Antarctic Ice Sheet (WAIS), modeled ice velocity agrees 
well with observed ice flow. In particular, the model reproduces the pattern of 
speed variation across ice streams although the continuous downstream speed up 
of ice flow cannot be reproduced without concurrent downstream variation ill basal 
friction. Model thermodynamics, evaluated qualitatively by model prediction of 
the spatial distribution of basal melting and quantitatively by comparison with ice 
temperature measured in boreholes at several locations, are sound. In particular, 
the model reproduces the broad pattern of frozen-bed inter-ice stream ridges and 
melted-bed ice streams. Model initialization for long-time simulations is somewhat 
limited by computation time and by a thermodynamic feedback at sites of large 
viscous heating that can be a problem in heat balance only model initializations. 
Methods for averting those initialization problems are discussed. The new model 
can accommodate a variety of boundary conditions (such as various bed rheologies) 
and is well-suited to investigate the origin and evolution of WAIS ice streams within 
the context of the whole ice sheet system. 
1. Introduction 
Many types of numerical models have been used to 
study aspects of West Antarctic Ice Sheet (WAIS) flow. 
In general, the strategy has been either to maximize 
resolution and consider one aspect of ice flow (e.g., ice 
stream margin dynamics [Raymond, 1996]) or to mini-
mize resolution and simulate the bulk properties of the 
entire ice sheet system [ef. Fastook and Prentice, 1994; 
Huybrechts, 1990; Payne, 1995]. Both approaches to 
WAIS modeling have advanced knowledge of ice sheet 
behavior but both are limited, in the scope of their pre-
dictive c~pability or in their ability to incorporate the 
unique attributes of an ice sheet with ice streams. Thus 
we sought to design a model which incorporates both 
modeling strategies. 
The new numerical model accounts for many recent 
insights into the behavior of coupled inland ice sheet, 
1 Now at NASA Goddard Space Flight Center, Greenbelt, 
Maryland. 
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ice stream, and ice shelf systems. The version of the 
model described and tested here focuses on the physics 
of ice flow, but the model is designed to incorporate spe-
cialized routines for other physical processes that may 
affect ice sheet behavior (i.e., basal hydrology, till dy-
namics, sub ice shelf oceanography, or ice stream margin 
evolution). Such a model can be used as an experimen-
tal tool to study the interactions among flow regimes or 
to conduct sensitivity experiments regarding the effects 
of various boundary conditions on ice sheet flow. It can 
also be used as an interpretive tool in combination with 
observational data to test physical hypotheses about the 
origin of observed flow features. Finally, the model can 
be used as a prognostic tool to predict the flow of the ice 
sheet for a given future climate scenario or to retrodict 
flow based on constraints from the geologic record. 
2. Numerical Model 
2.1. Overview 
The numerical model presented here is coupled dy-
namic/thermodynamic model that incorporates the var-
ied dynamics of inland ice sheet, ice stream, and ice shelf 
flow regimes. It uses the finite element method to solve 
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mass, stress, and heat continuity equations in a quasi-
three-dimensional domain with appropriate boundary 
conditions, guided by logical evaluations made by model 
subroutines. The physical description of grounded in-
land ice and floating ice shelf ice is sini i lar to the physics 
employed by other whole ice sheet me :leis [cf. Budd et 
al., 1987; Huybrechts, 1990]. A fundamental difference 
between this and other ice sheet models is in the phys-
ical description of ice stream flow. Also, because we 
use the finite element method, there are no special pa-
rameterizations at flow boundaries. With the condition 
that all ice arriving at an internal flow boundary must 
flow through it, ice flows srnoothly from one regime to 
another (e.g., from the grounded ice sheet into the float-
ing ice shelf). The variable resolution afforded by the 
selection of a triangular finite element mesh allows the 
model to fit any domain shape and to concentrate com-
putational effort on features of particular interest. 
2.2. Ice Sheet Physics 
The mathematical expressions of ice sheet mass, stress, 
and heat balance are written in a Cartesian coordinate 
system, with x and y axes in the horizontal plane and 
the z axis positive upward. They have been derived 
elsewhere and are presented here in order to provide a 
complete representation of the dynamics and thermo-
dynamics employed by the model. 
2.3. Mass Balance 
The change in ice sheet thickness over time is de-
scribed by a mass continuity equation: 
oh . 
- = Ii + b - V' . (uh) ot ' (1) 
in which h represents ice thickness, t represents time, Ii 
represents the ice accumulation rate at the upper sur-
face, b represents the ice accumulation rate at the lower 
surface, u represents the horizontal ice velocity with 
boldface indicating a vector quantity. The surface ac-
cumulation rate is computed according to a climate pa-
rameterization. The basal accumulation rate, often a 
melt rate, is computed according to heat balance at the 
interface between the ice and the bed for the grounded 
ice sheet. Basal accumulation beneath the floating ice 
shelf is specified as a boundary condition. The quantity 
(uh) is a vector-valued mass flux, integrated over the ice 
thickness, in which u derives from the solution of stress 
balance equations, with an appropriate flow law. 
2.4. Stress Balance 
The stresses which exert the most influence on ice 
flow differ in the inland, ice shelf, and ice stream regimes. 
In the inland ice sheet, ice flows over a rigid bed. Stress 
balance is between the pressure gradient due to sur-
face slope, the "driving stress," and shear stresses be-
tween vertical layers, which are maximum near the bed, 
the "basal shear stress." The ice shelf flows over wa-
ter, a small-viscosity fluid compared to ice, so basal 
shear stress is near zero and stress balance is mainly be-
tween pressure gradients due to surface slope, which are 
largest near the seaward ice front, and a combination 
of horizontal normal stresses and lateral stresses due to 
flow past bay walls and ice rises. In the ice stream re-
gion, basal sediments have very small shear strength 
and basal water pressure is near the ice-overburden 
pressure with the consequence that shear stress is near 
zero and basal resistance to ice flow is small [Engel-
hardt and Kamb, 1997]. It is thus expected that ice 
stream stress balance is, in some sense, between that of 
inland ice and ice shelf ice. Here the driving stress in 
ice streams is balanced by lateral shearing at ice stream 
margins, by ice shelf back pressure, and by some form 
of resistance at the bed. 
The stress balance equations for inland ice and for 
ice shelf ice are similar to those employed by numerous 
authors [cf. Huybrechts, 1990; MacAyeal, 1989]. In the 
inland ice sheet, expressions for horizontal strain rates 
are derived using the shallow-ice approximation [Hutter, 
1983]' Glen's flow law for ice [Paterson, 1981]' and the 
assumption that ice is incompressible. Those equations, 
when integrated from the base of the ice sheet (z = Zb), 
using the boundary condition that horizontal velocity is 
zero at the base, yield equations for horizontal velocity: 
( ) oZs 12 ( 2 U Z = -2pg~ EA pg) (V'Zs' V'Zs) 
uX Zb 
(Zs - z,)3 dz' (2a) 
oZs 1Z 2 v(z) = -2pgT EA (pg) (V'zs' V'zs) 
Y Zb 
(zs - z,)3 dz', (2b) 
where horizontal velocities u and v are in the x and 
y directions, respectively, z is the vertical coordinate, 
p represents ice density, 9 represents the acceleration 
due to gravity, and the top surface elevation Zs is the 
sum of the ice thickness and the bedrock elevation. E 
represents the traditional "enhancement factor" used to 
account for inadequacies in the flow law (always taken 
as 1 (one) here though in some ice sheet simulations, a 
value of 3 seems appropriate for Wisconsinan age ice). 
A represents the temperature-dependent rate factor for 
ice deformation by dislocation creep and the flow law 
exponent n is 3 [Hooke, 1981]. Where inland ice is 
at the local, pressure-dependent melt temperature at 
the bed, horizontal velocity (equations (2a) and (2b)) 
is augmented by basal sliding. The sliding parameteri-
zation used here is linear, and the sliding speed is the 
vector-valued product of basal shear stress, - pgh V' zs, 
and a sliding constant C [e.g., Payne, 1995]. Payne 
[1995] advises selecting a sliding constant such that the 
magnitudes of the sliding and deformational velocities 
are similar. Vertical velocity at any level within the ice 
sheet, w( z), is the sum of horizontal deformation of the 
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ice below that elevation and vertical velocity at the base 
of the ice sheet: 
w(z) = -lz (au + au) dz' 
Zb ax oy 
( )OZb OZb' aZb +u zb -a + U(Zb)- + b + -. (2c) 
x oy at 
The terms U(Zb)(aZb/OX) and V(Zb)(aZb/ay) describe 
the flow of ice up or down the bed slope. Time changes 
in bed elevation, aZb/ot, are the result of isostatic ad-
justment to changing ice sheet thickness. 
Ice shelves flow by gravity driven horizontal spread-
ing. In the model this is described by a set of simplified 
equations: 
~ [2veh (20U + av)] + ~ [Ve h (all + au)] 
ax ox ay ay ay ax 
aZ, 
-pgh-' = 0 (3a) 
ax 
o [2 h (2 OU au)] a [ ( au av )] 
- Ve - + - + - Veh - + -
ay oy ax ax ay ax 
azs 
-pghoy = 0, (3b) 
in which Ve represents the effective viscosity of ice. The 
first term in each of equations (3) describes longitudi-
nal strain rates. The second term describes horizontal 
shear-strain rates. The third term, involving ice thick-
ness and the surface elevation gradients, describes the 
pressure gradient due to gravity. Vertical velocity is 
determined as in equation (2c), but the vertical inte-
gral is unnecessary. The ice shelf surface elevation is 
determined by flotation: 
(4) 
where the SUbscript w denotes seawater. The equations 
have been derived by several authors [e.g., MacAyeal 
and Thomas, 1982]. The derivations use the dynamic 
boundary conditions of a stress free top surface and 
pressure due to seawater applied at the base and along 
the seaward front of the ice shelf. The seaward condition 
is simplified by ignoring near-field, three-dimensional ef-
fects and applying a depth-integrated seawater pressure 
force along the front. The simplifying assumption, that 
horizontal flow is depth-independent, is valid as long as 
the vertical length scale of the ice is much smaller than 
the horizontal length scale. Equations (3) are solved for 
ice velocity by iteration on the effective viscosity. 
The constitutive relation for ice is applied in the ef-
fective viscosity term V e , using, as in the inland case, 
Glen's flow law for ice and the incompressibility condi-
tion. It is defined using a temperature-dependent rate 
constant B and the flow law exponent n: 
B 
Ve = -------------------=-------------------
2 [( au ):2 + (at,):2 + 1 (f!U + Ot,):2 + ou av] ~ . 
elI ay -1 ay ax, OI ay 
(5) 
The rate constant is a depth averaged value 
(6) 
taken to be uniform throu!Shout the ice sIH'lf. There 
is considerable variation in f3 in modern ice shelves 
[MacAyeal and Thomas, 19:32]. Howevpr, the stress bal-
ance portion of this model has successfully reproduced 
the flow of the Ross Ice Shelf using a spatially constant 
rate constant. so til(' assumption of constant B seems 
valid [MacAyeal Pi al., 1996]. 
1'111' combination of weak basal till and basal water 
pressure near til(' ice-overburden pressure results in ice 
stream flow that is similar to the flow of the floating 
ice shelf [MacAyeal, 1989]. As in the ice shelf, driving 
stress is resisted mainly by shear at the horizontal mar-
gins of the ice stream. However, unlike the ocean water 
beneath the ice shelf. the ice stream bed does provide 
some resistance to the flow of overlying ice in addition 
to the lateral resistance provided by the margins and 
the backpressure provided by the ice shelf. That resis-
tance may arise from shear deformation within the till 
layer or from bed asperities protruding into the base of 
the ice. Here, basal flow resistance is embodied by a 
vector-valued basal stress term - ufJ added to the hori-
zontal stress balance equations (3) in which fJ is a basal 
friction parameter (e.g., (32 of MacAyeal et al., [1995]). 
For example, the x direction ice stream stress balance 
equation for ice stream flow is: 
-/!- [2Veh (2 01l + av)] + ~ [Ve h (OU + al))] iJx Dx ay uy oy ax 
Dz, 
-pgh a; - ufJ = O. (7) 
MacAyeal [1989] and Bar'cilon and MacAyeal [1993] 
demonstrate that the Z dependent effects of ice/bed cou-
pling are limited to a thin boundary layer and can be 
ignored in the present application. 
The ice stream stress balance formulation used here 
was derived with the view that linear viscous deforma-
tion in the basal till gives rise to the ice stream flow style 
[MacAyeal, 1989]. However, it is not necessary that the 
basal stress term represent till deformation. In essence, 
fJ is an operator used to reduce ice stream velocity and 
can be thought of as representing friction due to varia-
tions in bed shape, basal water layer thickness or basal 
till saturation, or bedrock asperities protruding into the 
base of the ice stream. Linking such effects to ice ve-
locity implies some amount of coupling between the ice 
stream and its bed, a likely circumstance. Basal re-
sistance, investigated by observation of ice motion and 
of the physical properties of subglacial till, has been 
suggested to supply anywhere from 0% to 50% of the 
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driving stress on Ice Stream B [e.g., Echelmeyer et al., 
1994; Jackson and Kamb, 1997; Whillans and Van der 
Veen, 1997]. In model experiments where (3 = 0 (zero, 
no basal flow resistance), the ice streams flow an order 
of magnitude too fast. Thus ice streams require some 
form of flow resistance in addition to resistance from the 
their margins and from the ice shelf. A consequence of 
the present formulation's ambiguity about the source 
of (3 is that changes in (3, in space or over time, cannot 
be modeled. Nevertheless, it is a good starting point 
and model experiments [Hulbe, 1998] have shown that 
while changes in the value of (3 affect the rate of basal 
melting, even large changes in (3 have little impact on 
the temperature of deep ice, and thus on whether or not 
model ice streams flow. 
2.5. Heat Balance 
Heat flow continuity in the ice and underlying bedrock 
is described by an advective/diffusive equation in the 
Ice: 
fJT fJT fJT fJT 
-+u-+v-+w-fJt fJx fJy fJ Z 
_ ~~ (kfJT) + W 
- pc fJz fJz pc' 
and a diffusive equation in the bedrock: 
fJT _ 1 fJ (k aT) 
at - Prcr fJz r fJz ' 
(8a) 
(8b) 
in which T represents temperature, c represents heat 
capacity, k represents heat conductivity, W represents 
viscous heating due to ice flow, and the subscript r de-
notes a bedrock value. The bedrock equation is solved 
between the bedrock surface, Zr, a fixed depth below 
that surface, A (equation (12)). A geothermal heat flux 
is applied as a boundary condition at z = Zr - A. The 
thermal capacity and conductivity of ice are tempera-
ture dependent, according to the relationships given in 
the notation section. 
Viscous heating occurs in the inland ice sheet, where 
the horizontal shear stress is nonzero. It is the product 
of the strain rate and deviatoric stress tensors, which, 
according to the assumption that longitudinal stress 
may be neglected, is written 
W(z) = (pg)4 2 (\7zs . \7zs)2 (zs - z)4 EA. (9) 
2.6. Boundary Conditions 
Several boundary conditions, in addition to those ap-
plied in the derivations, are needed to solve the balance 
equations. Kinematic boundary conditions consider ice 
flux at horizontal boundaries of the model domain and 
at the ice sheet surface, and motion of the ice/bed in-
terface due to isostatic adjustment of the bedrock. Dy-
namic boundary conditions are needed at the nonfront 
exterior margins of the ice shelf and beneath the ice 
streams. Thermal boundary conditions constrain ice 
surface temperature, geothermal heat flux at the base 
of the bedrock layer, and the internal boundary between 
ice and bed. 
2.7. Kinematic Boundary Conditions 
Both inflow and outflow boundaries require fixed con-
ditions. An ice inflow boundary condition, consisting of 
ice volume and velocity through the boundary, must 
be applied at the grounded, horizontal intra-ice sheet 
boundaries of the model domain. A zero-flux condi-
tion is used where a model domain boundary is selected 
along a topographic divide, with the expectation that 
the boundary corresponds to the ice flow divide. A zero-
flux condition is also used where a model boundary lies 
along a bedrock boundary, such as an ice shelf bay side-
wall (i.e., along the Transantarctic Mountains (TAM)). 
An ice outflow condition is applied at the seaward edge 
of the ice shelf, such that whatever ice arrives at the 
shelf front must flow outward, through it. That is, a 
fixed shelf front position is specified and calving pro-
cesses are not described. An additional flux condition 
is specified at the boundaries between flow regimes. At 
those boundaries, continuity is maintained by specifying 
that mass flux must be conserved across the transition 
line between, for example, inland ice and ice stream ice. 
Kinematic boundary conditions are also specified at 
the upper and lower surfaces of the ice sheet. First, the 
rate of new ice accumulation at the upper surface of 
the ice sheet may be specified at a fixed value or may 
be computed using a climate parameterization. Simple 
parameterizations developed for Antarctica [e.g., Huy-
brechts and Oerlemans, 1988, 1990] that emphasize the 
dependence of accumulation rate on surface tempera-
ture cannot reproduce the sensitivity of West Antarctic 
snow accumulation to local meteorology (e.g., the effect 
of snow scouring due to katabatic winds blowing downs-
lope, over the ice stream region [Bromwich, 1984]). 
Here the surface accumulation rate is specified using 
present-day observed accumulation rates compiled by 
the British Antarctic Survey [Vaughan et al., 1999]. Er-
rors in the surface accumulation rate can strongly affect 
the vertical heat flux and thus, ice temperature (Fas-
took, [1987] discusses the effect on basal temperature 
and basal melting rate; Hulbe [1998] discusses the re-
lationship between surface accumulation rate and heat 
flux). Second, the basal accumulation rate beneath the 
ice shelf may be specified according to the output of 
an oceanographic model or by some simpler assump-
tion. We assume an ice shelf basal melting rate of zero 
because no such model is available. Third, isostatic ad-
justment of the bedrock to changing ice sheet volume 
must be determined. A simple diffusion equation is used 
fJzT 2 ( P ) ~ = Da'V Zr - Zo +-h 
vt Pa 
(10) 
that describes the vertical motion of the bedrock sur-
face, Zr, relative to the unloaded, equilibrium elevation 
of the bedrock surface, zo, due to flow of the astheno-
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sphere [e.g., Oel'lemans and van del' Veen, 1984]. Do 
and Pa represent the diffusivity and density of the as-
thenosphere. Beneath the floating ice shelf. equation 
(10) is modified by replacing the weight of ice above the 
bedrock with the weight of water above the bedrock. 
2.8. Dynamic Boundary Conditions 
Two dynamic boundary conditions are defined within 
the model. First, a no-slip condition is applied where 
ice influx is zero around the perimeter of the ice shelf. 
Neglecting depth dependent pressure effects at ice shelf 
boundaries is appropriate because such effects are win-
nowed within an ice thickness of the boundaries [Bal'-
czlon and MacAyeal, 1993], which is below the resolu-
tion of the models used here. Second. flow resistance 
must be applied at the base of the ice streams. That 
resistance is embodied in the basal friction parameter 
(3 (equation (7)). As the magnitude of (3 increases. ice 
stream velocity decreases. An inverse modelling study 
of Ice Stream E [M acAyeal et aI., 1995] predicted spatial 
variations in basal friction with a wavelength similar to 
the surface topography and computed an optimal mean 
value for (3 of 1.8 x 109 Pa s m -1. The observation that 
the onset to Ice Stream D is diffuse, with a gradual 
speed up occurring over tens of kilometers [Chen et al., 
1998]' along with the more general observation that ice 
stream speed increases downstream despite decreasing 
driving stress [Alley and Whillans, 1991] suggests that 
(3 should vary along the course of each ice stream. being 
largest at the onset and decreasing downstream. The 
appropriate value of (3 is also likely to vary from ice 
stream to ice stream and over time due to differences 
basal geology and hydrology. 
2.9. Thermal Boundary Conditions 
Temperature must be specified at horizontal bound-
aries where ice flows into the horizontal boundaries of 
the model domain, at the upper surface of the ice sheet. 
at the base of a bedrock layer beneath the ice sheet, at 
the base of the ice shelf, and in some locations at the 
internal boundary between bedrock and grounded ice. 
As with the ice surface accumulation rate, surface air 
temperature in West Antarctica is dependent on local 
meteorology and cannot be predicted using a simple 
empirical parameterization. Here, surface temperature 
is specified using present-day observational data [e.g., 
Giovinetto et al., 1990]. 
The basal temperature condition is supplied by a 
geothermal heat flux G at the bottom of a layer of 
bedrock below the model ice sheet: 
(ll) 
where &T / az is the bedrock temperature gradient. The 
bedrock layer thickness is chosen based on the e-folding 
penetration depth for temperature oscillations at the 
ice/bedrock interface: 
( 
')k ) 1 >. = ---'-' 
p,.c,,<.J.i (12) 
where k,.j(p,.c,.) is the tllPflnal diffu~ivitv oftljp Iwdrock 
and <.J.i is the temperature oscillation f~'('quency [Car/-
saw and Jaeger, 1988]. This pnlYitil's t I!!'rmal ilH'rtia 
to the basal temperature. \Ve select a lllo(iPratdy largp 
geotlwnnal heat flux of 0.OGG9 \V lll-" for \Vest Antarc-
tica (a gradient of 0.02 K m-I; fluxes pstimatpd from 
temperature gradients in ice bon'holes range from O.OG 
to 0.071 W m-"; [Gow et al.. 1968]; R. Bell. personal 
communication. 1998). TIIP ice slwlf basal temperature 
is fixed a,.'isuming that tiIP ice/ocpan intl'rface is at t I!!' 
local pressure-dependent melt temperatun'. This sim-
ple boundary condition is appropriate in lieu of a ocean 
circulation model that would predict tlw tempprature 
and salinity of oc('an water at t 1)(' hasp of t hI' ice shPlf. 
Internal boundaries between Iwdrock and grounded 
ice must also bp consilkred. and in SOlI!!' c<lses. a tlwr-
mal boundary condition mllst 1)(' applied. 1'11(' model 
thermodynamics inc\udp a material constraint that i('p 
never warms above its pressurp melting temperaturp. 
When warming migrates up fwm the in'/I)('d intnfa('C' 
into the icf' sheet. "polytlwrmal ice." a mixtu!'(' of icC' 
and water at grain boundaries Jevelops. Such condi-
tions typically occur where shear strain, and thus vis-
cous heating, is large. A numerical treatuwnt of poly-
thermal conditions has bf'en developed by G1'eve [1995] 
but is not applied in the prespnt mode\. Instead, it 
is assumed that ice reaches the Ilwlting temperature 
only at the ice/bed interface. That assumption is not 
well-justified, although it is noted that when Greve's 
poly thermal model, which does not treat ice streams 
explicitly, is used to simulate WAIS ice flow, it predicts 
polytherrnal ice primarily in the area of present-day ice 
streams (R. Greve, personal cOllllllunication. 1998). 
The decision to fix the basal ice temperature at the 
local, pressure melting point. and the computation of 
the basal freezing rate. if applicable, is made by evalu-
ating the heat flux at the ice /Iwd interfacf'. Heat flux 
from the ice/bed interface into the ice above is: 
H = -k DTI 
o "'_' 
u'" + 
(13) 
in which aT / oz I + is evaluated using the temperature at 
the two vertical nodes just above the ice/bed interface. 
Heat flux into the ice/bed interface from the rock below 
and heat generated at the interface from friction and 
freezing is 
(14) 
where, oT/azl_ is evaluated using the temperature at 
the two vertical nodes just below the ice/bed interface. 
Wb is the heat production rate per unit area of the 
ice/bed interface associated with basal sliding. For the 
ice stream, Wb = (3U(Zb) . U(Zb), and for the inland 
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ice 
z 
1 
compute tentative 
Ho = -kilLl 
a z z=z+ 
-krilLl az z=z_ + {u (zb)·'b if inland U (Zb)2 ~ if ice stream 
melted? 
~ 
if then 
T(Zb) = Tpmp & Ho < Hi melted 
T(Zb) = Tpmp & Ho > Hi & hmw = 0 frozen 
T(Zb) < Tpmp frozen 
melted 
~ 
6= (Hi - Ho) 
pLf 
T(Zb) = Tpmp 
frozen 
~ 
~ 
Figure 1. The model uses a sequence of calculations 
and logic to identify mesh nodes where basal ice is at 
the melt temperature. First, H a , the heat flux out from 
the ice toward the ice/bed interface (z = z+) and a 
tentative Hi, the heat flux into the ice from the ice/bed 
interface (z = L) including frictional heating, are com-
puted. The decision to melt, made next, uses two crite-
ria. If the basal ice temperature T(Zb) is at the pressure 
melting point T pmp , then the interface may be melted 
and the heat flux at the boundary is also considered. 
Where T(Zb) = Tpmp and Ha ::; Hi the interface is 
melted. Where the temperature criterion is met but 
the heat flux criterion is not, the interface, which must 
have been melted in the last time step, changes to the 
frozen state. Where T(Zb) < T pmp , the interface must 
be frozen. The constraint that ice never warm above the 
pressure melting point is enforced by setting the tem-
perature to Tpmp at all nodes where T(Zb) 2': Tpmp. The 
basal melt rate b is computed where the bed is melted, 
using the heat flux terms and latent heat of fusion for 
water. In the drained-bed model, only basal melting 
rates (negative b) are allowed. 
ice sheet, Wb = U(Zb)· Tb, where U(Zb) is the velocity of 
basal ice, which can be nonzero where basal ice is at the 
melting temperature, and Tb represents the basal shear 
stress (and is treated as a vector quantity). Positive b 
corresponds to a basal freezing condition. Basal freezing 
can contribute to Hi under two circumstances, and only 
when T(Zb) = Tpmp. The first circumstance is when 
heat flow from the rock below and frictional heating 
exceed Ha. In this circumstance, there is basal melting 
and b < o. The second circumstance is when heat flow 
from the rock below and frictional heating fall short of 
H a , but water is available at the bed for freezing, i.e., 
when the thickness of liquid water stored in the basal 
till or at the ice/bed interface, hm W, is greater than 
zero. In both circumstances, b is computed by 
where subscripts + and - denote evaluation of vertical 
derivatives above or below the interface, respectively. 
Changes in hmw over time require a model of basal wa-
ter flow. Such a model is under development, but here 
the bed is assumed to be instantaneously drained. That 
is, hmw is always zero. 
Equations (13), (14) and (15) are interdependent. 
Computation of Hi (equation (14)) requires knowledge 
of b (equation(15)), which itself requires knowledge of 
Hi (equation (13)). An information impasse is averted 
by breaking the computation into a sequence of steps 
that use a logical evaluation to determine the basal 
melting or freezing state. That process is shown in Fig-
ure 1 and described in the caption. 
2.10. Flow Regime Boundaries 
The model performs a series of logical evaluations in 
order to determine where the inland ice, ice stream, 
and ice shelf equations are to be applied. Floating ice 
is identified by comparing the bedrock surface elevation 
Zr with the elevation Zb = Zsl - phi Pw of the ice bed if 
the ice column were to be floating, where Zsl represents 
the sea surface elevation. Model mesh nodes for which 
the inequality: 
Zr < Zsl - Lh 
Pw 
(16) 
evaluates true are assigned ice shelf status. All other 
nodes are identified as grounded ice. This method of 
node classification allows the model to determine the 
position of the boundary between grounded and floating 
ice so the grounding line is free to migrate according to 
changes in ice thickness over time. 
Inland ice and ice stream nodes are subsets of the 
group of grounded ice nodes. Ice stream nodes are 
predefined in the model setup, and all other grounded 
nodes are assigned inland ice status. An alternative 
would be to classify regions within the model domain 
according to bedrock geology and to use the presence of 
till and the basal temperature condition T(Zb) = Tpmp 
to assign ice stream status. Such a scheme cannot be 
employed at present because knowledge of the spatial 
variation of bedrock type is limited but can be added 
to the model in the future, as more airborne geophysical 
data become available [cf. Bell et at., 1998]. 
2.11. Model Implementation 
The finite element method is used to solve the partial-
differential equations that describe ice sheet dynamics 
and thermodynamics. Horizontal equations are repre-
sented by piecewise linear functions on a two-dimensional 
triangular mesh that represents a map view of the model 
domain (Figure 2). Vertical balance equations are rep-
resented by linear functions along one-dimensional ar-
rays of nodes that descend beneath the horizontal mesh 
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Figure 2. The model domain encompasses the Ross ice streams, their mass catchment basins, 
and the Ross Ice Shelf, into which the ice streams flow. Accordingly, the exterior boundary 
follows the topographic divide of the inland ice sheet from the coastal mountains of Marie Byrd 
Land to the Transantarctic Mountains and traces along both mountain ranges to the Ross Ice 
Shelf front. The shelf front boundary (dotted line) approximately follows the pre-1989 shelf front 
position. The heavy line denotes the outlines of Ice Streams B, D, and E (narrlPd right to It>ft). Icp 
inflow is specified for the four identified Transantarctic Mountain glaciers. The domain is divided 
into 6229 triangular elements, which corresponds to 3168 trianglp vprt('x nodes. TvIpsh resolution 
is finest in the ice stream region, where the minimum element area is 4.21 km2 . Resolution is 
coarsest in the ice shelf, where the maximum element area is 3.28 x lO:l km2 . Twenty-six vertical 
layers are specified, 21 of which are in the ice and 5 of which are in the bedrock. The vertical 
nodes are spaced logarithmically in the 9 lowest layers of ice, such that resolution is maximized 
near the base of the ice sheet and linearly elsewhere. 
nodes. Model variables are defined and computed at 
mesh nodes (triangle vertices) and gradients thereof are 
computed within each triangular element. Most of the 
equations are solved using linear interpolation within 
the mesh "elements." Higher-order interpolation is re-
quired to compute mass flux in the inland ice (e.g., the 
second derivative of the surface elevation must be com-
puted within each mesh element). A complete discus-
sion of casting the model equations in a finite element 
form is given by Hulbe [1998] [see also Fastook, [1987]; 
D. R. MacAyeal, Lessons in ice sheet modelling, unpub-
lished manuscript, 1998]. 
The finite element method offers two important ad-
vantages over the more common finite difference method. 
First, because integral equations are solved instead of 
differential equations, flow regime boundaries do not 
present an obstacle that must be parameterized or omit-
ted as is the case for finite difference methods [ef. Hind-
marsh, 1993; Huybrechts, 1990]. Second, mesh resolu-
tion can vary. Variable resolution allows the model to 
accommodate many length and velocity scales within 
one domain and to focus computational effort on areas 
of special interest. 
An important consideration in model implementa-
tion, and perhaps the greatest limitation to the present 
model, is the length of model time between each calcu-
lation, the time step size 6.t. Ideally, 6.t should be as 
long as possible and should conform to the timescales 
of change in the variables being computed. For exam-
ple, ice thickness evolves slowly so it would be efficient 
to take large time steps between mass balance calcula-
tions. In practice, time step size is limited by numerical 
"noise," node-to-node variation in a quantity that arises 
due to instability in the model numerics. In the present 
model the nonlinearity of the ice flow law can cause such 
instability. One solution to the problem is to select a 
small 6.t for mass and stress balance calculations. The 
appropriate 6.t depends on geometry and on ice veloc-
ity. In general, 6.t should be small enough so that any 
particle of ice cannot transit through more than one el-
ement in any time step. This prevents sudden changes 
in thickness at mesh nodes that will be amplified by the 
nonlinear flow law and will result in node-to-node noise. 
Another solution to the problem of numerical noise is 
to apply some form of artificial damping to small-scale 
variations in ice thickness. This is a cosmetic technique 
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that smoothes the computed fields but does not affect 
the underlying cause of the noise. Here, artificial damp-
ing is avoided by the selection of a small t::.t. 
The processes of heat balance operate on much longer 
timescales than the time step length required for stabil-
ity in the mass and stress balance calculations (tens to 
hundreds of years versus hundredths of years). Com-
puting new ice temperatures at every mass and stress 
balance time step would be inefficient. Asynchronous 
time steps are used here to facilitate the two differ-
ent timescales. While the other balance equations are 
solved at every time step, the heat balance equations 
are solved less frequently. 
2.12. Model Initialization 
A model domain encompassing the Ross ice streams, 
their catchment areas, and the Ross Ice Shelf is used 
to demonstrate the numerical model (Figure 2). The 
domain may be initialized by one of several commonly 
used forward methods [ef. Huybrechts and Oerlemans, 
1990,1988; Payne, 1995; Payne and Dongelmans, 1997]. 
The best option is to begin from a minimally glaciated 
state and to allow the ice sheet to "spin up" through 
a glacial climate cycle toward the present-day using re-
gional climate records. Unfortunately, the quadratic 
interpolation method used to accurately compute mass 
flux in the inland ice and the small time step size needed 
to ensure numerical stability make a climate-cycle spin-
up computationally impractical for the present model. 
Thus we use an alternative initialization procedure and 
assume that the present-day observed ice sheet geome-
try approximates a steady state. Starting with the ob-
served ice sheet geometry, the model is used iteratively 
to find a thermal and mass balance steady state for the 
given domain and boundary conditions. If the assump-
tion of a near-steady state starting point is correct, the 
fully initialized ice sheet geometry should be similar to 
the starting geometry. Some details, especially in ice 
temperature, will be missing because the initialized ice 
sheet state has no memory of past climate events. 
Initial ice surface elevation and thickness and bedrock 
elevation are interpolated to the node points of the finite 
element mesh from gridded data from the Scott Polar 
Research Institute Antarctic glaCiologic folio [Dr·ewry, 
1983]. The observational data used to construct the fo-
lio maps and grids have variable coverage and error so 
the initialization is also of variable quality. For example, 
coverage is sparse over northern Marie Byrd Land and 
some shorter-wavelength features, such as small moun-
tains, may not be represented in the bedrock topog-
raphy data. Ice sheet surface elevation data are more 
robust because the surface shape changes over longer 
distances and in a more predictable way than does the 
shape of the bedrock surface. The model map projec-
tion is polar stereographic with standard parallel 71°S. 
This is a common projection for Antarctic Ice Sheet 
models and data maps. 
Selection of a domain exterior that corresponds with 
the ice flow divide for most of its length simplifies the 
horizontal boundary conditions. Ice flow across the di-
vide is zero so the ice flux boundary condition is zero 
and no inflow ice temperature is required. Ice inflow 
is specified for Mulock, Byrd, Nimrod, and Beardmore 
Glaciers (290, 740, 150, and 330 m yr- 1, respectively, 
from MacAyeal et al., [1996]), the largest glaciers flow-
ing into the ice sheet from the TAM. Ice thickness is 
fixed at those inflow boundaries using observed ground-
ing line thickness. Elsewhere along the exterior bound-
ary, ice thickness is allowed to vary according to mass 
balance, with the condition that surface slope is zero 
(i.e., it is assumed that the flow divide remains spa-
tially and temporally fixed). 
Several considerations prompt predefinition of the re-
gions in which ice stream flow is possible. First, the spa-
tial distribution of the unconsolidated sediments (i.e., 
till) is only approximately known. Second, the degree 
of water saturation of those sediments and the nature 
of the water drainage system at the ice/bed interface 
are not well-constrained. Third, the ice dynamics only 
version of the model tested here does not include bal-
ance equations for either the basal till or water. Thus 
the model has limited information with which to decide 
where ice streams should or should not flow. Instead, 
the present-day ice stream margins are used to define 
regions in which ice stream flow is possible (digitized 
flow boundaries provided by P. Vornberger and digi-
tized from the map of Alley and Whillans, [1991]). The 
outlines of the ice streams are smoothed somewhat, in 
order to moderate the number of mesh elements needed 
to fit the shapes of the boundaries. The upstream ex-
tent of the ice streams is inferred from the digitizations, 
although as noted earlier, an ice stream "onset" is dif-
ficult to define. Ice Streams A and C are assumed to 
flow by inland, instead of ice stream, ice dynamics. Ice 
Stream A flows in a distinct subglacial valley [Shabtaie 
et al., 1987] and at slower speeds than other named ice 
streams and thus has more affinity to glacier flow than 
to ice stream flow. The main trunk of Ice Stream C is 
quiescent at present. 
Limitations in knowledge of basal conditions also af-
fect the selection of the basal flow resistance parameter. 
It is likely that basal friction varies spatially; indeed, the 
mismatch between observed velocities and assumed bal-
ance computed for uniform basal conditions (discussed 
below) implies that is the case. However, the goal here is 
to evaluate model performance, not to reproduce WAIS 
flow exactly, so selection of a spatially uniform basal 
friction parameter is sufficient. We select f3 = 2.0 X 109 
Pa s m -1, which is close to the value determined in the 
inverse modeling study of basal friction in Ice Stream E 
by MacAyeal et al., [1995]. 
Time step size is different for the heat balance and 
mass balance portions of the model. Changes in tem-
perature occur slowly, so a large time step size, 500 
years, is selected. The fine model mesh resolution in the 
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Figure 3. Locations of cross sections along which 
model output is presented, plotted on a map of ice 
surface elevation in the model domain. The contour 
interval is 100 m. Three sections through present-
day ice streams and into the ice shelf are identified 
by the ice stream names. Vertical exaggeration for 
the downstream sections is about 133:1. One transect 
runs across Ice Stream B. Vertical exaggeration for the 
across-stream section is about 16:1. The UpB camp 
(not shown) lies approximately at the intersection of 
the two Ice Stream B sections. The locations of Byrd 
Station, the UpC camp, and J9 are marked with an 
asterisks. 
ice stream and grounding line areas mandates a much 
shorter time step, 0.05 year, for the mass balance and 
stress balance calculations. Each heat balance calcu-
lation requires about 2.1 min (about 364 million float-
ing point operations) on a Sun Ultra ™ Enterprise ™ 
2 with a 300-MHz processor and one complete cycle of 
stress balance, mass balance, and heat balance calcu-
lations requires from 4 to 4.3 min (about 515 million 
floating point operations), depending on the number of 
iterations within the ice shelf and ice stream stress bal-
ance solution. 
3. Model Performance 
Model performance is evaluated using the initial, as-
sumed balance velocity and the thermal steady state 
spin-up results. Limitations inherent in the initializa-
tion technique made continuing from the thermal spin-
are near a steady state mass balance. If that assump-
tion is valid and if the stress balance model works welL 
the initial ice velocity should compare favorably with 
observed velocity. Model-computed velocity (Figure 4) 
is evaluated in a general sense according to common 
understanding of \VAIS flow and by direct comparison 
at locations where surface velocity has been measnred. 
Inland ice speed is, as expected, small (of the order of 
10 to 50 mjyr) except where ice thickness and surface 
slope are large, for example, upstream of Ice Stream A, 
along the front of the TAM. The model accurately pre-
dicts near-zero velocity of ice in the interstream ridge 
separating the tributaries of Ice Stream B and the slow 
flow of ridges between ice streams (Figures 5 and G). 
Measured and modeled surface speed are very similar at 
Byrd Station, about 12.7 m/yr and 13.6 m/yr, respec-
tively, as are the measured and modeled depth varia-
tions of ice speed (Figure 7). The computed assumed 
balance speed of Ice Stream A is modest, about 100 
m/yr, compared with measured speeds of about 220 
m/yr [Shabtaie et al., 1987]. The ice stream's speed 
may be increased by specifying boundary inflow from 
Reedy Glacier. However, treating A as an ice stream, 
instead of as inland ice, would have resulted in ice flow 
an order of magnitude too fast. 
Many distinctive features of ice stream flow are well-
represented, although, in general, the ice streams flow 
too slowly. The sluggishness of modeled ice streams is 
simply a consequence of the selection of a basal fric-
tion parameter {3, which could be changed to produce 
faster or slower ice velocity. Adjusting {3 would pro-
vide more pleasing velocity magnitudes but would not 
be useful for evaluating model performance. A more 
instructive pursuit is to examine the pattern of mod-
eled ice stream flow. Ice streams are characterized by 
narrow shear margins and a U-shaped across-stream ve-
locity variation [cf. Whillans et al., 1993; Whillans and 
up to a full mass balance spin-up impractical. Com-
puted fields, such as ice temperature and velocity, are 
presented in plan view contour maps and in cross sec- ". 
tions that run from the inland ice, through the ice " 
streams and into the ice shelf. The locations of the 
sections' are shown on a map of the model domain in 
Figure 3. 
3.1. Initial Velocity 
Initial velocity is computed with the assumption t~at 
the present-day ice sheet and its model representatIOn 
Figure 4. Initial (assumed balance) surface speed. The 
contour interval is 100 m/yr. Compare with Figures 2 
and 3 for locations of the five WAIS ice streams. 
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Figure 5. Ice speed in a cross section from the inland ice divide, through Ice Stream B, and to 
the front of the floating ice shelf. The region of ice stream flow is underscored by the heavy line. 
The contour interval is 100 m/yr. 
van der Veen, 1997]. Those attributes are found in all 
the modeled ice streams. The across-Ice Stream B tran-
sect plotted in Figure 8 is a good example: horizontal 
speed increases from near zero at the margins to near 
maximum across a narrow band, and most of the in-
terior of the ice stream flows rapidly. The observed 
slowdown as the ice stream flows across the grounding 
line and enters the ice shelf [ef. Alley and Whillans, 
1991] is also manifest in the modeled flow, although the 
site of the slowdown is offset because the model-selected 
grounding line is upstream of the actual present-day 
grounding line (Figures 5 and 6). The observed contin-
+12 
+4 
+J~2 +7 
+13 
+13 
uous downstream speedup from onset to grounding line 
is not reproduced. In the model, ice velocity decreases 
where ice stream thickness decreases, as is required by 
the continuity equations. Mismatch between measure-
ment and model must therefore arise from inadequacies 
in the model-specified basal boundary conditions (e.g., 
(3). Basal friction must not be constant but must vary 
along the course of Ice Stream B, decreasing where the 
modeled ice flow is too slow. Basal shear stress corre-
sponding to the assumed (3 and resulting ice velocity 
agrees favorably with basal drag computed from obser-
vations on Ice Stream B [Whillans and van der Veen, 
200km 
Figure 6. Comparison between model-derived and measured surface speed in the vicinity of Ice 
Streams A, B, and C. The model uses a uniform basal friction parameter. The contour interval 
is 100 m/yr. The measurements, in m/yr, are from Whillans and van der Veen, [1993b]. The 
inland ice boundary, denoted by the heavy line, outlines Ice Stream B. 
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Figure 7. Depth variation of ice speed at Byrd Station, 
an inland ice location. The model-computed speed is 
plotted as a dashed line, and ice speed computed from 
measurements of borehole tilting is plotted as a solid 
line. The borehole measurements end above the base 
of the ice sheet because the borehole closed before the 
experiment was completed. The data are digitized from 
Whillans [1977]. The model speeds are for a mesh node 
close to Byrd Station. 
1993a], with maximum values of about 389 and 60 kPa, 
respectively. Ice Stream E provides the best match be-
tween the pattern of observed and modeled velocity. 
Good agreement should be expected for Ice Stream E 
because it was the subject of the inverse modeling study 
used to estimate the model's basal friction parameter 
[MacAyeal et al., 1995]. MacAyeal et al.'s [1995] study 
found relatively small spatial variations in basal friction. 
Overall, the model performs well in the ice stream ar-
eas. The challenge of reproducing observed patterns of 
downstream velocity change within the ice streams an-
ticipates the model's usefulness, when combined with 
observational data, for studies of variations in condi-
tions at the ice/bed interface. 
Ice shelf flow is well-reproduced by the model. This 
is anticipated, as the ice shelf portion of the model has 
been validated and used in several other modeling stud-
ies [e.g., Hulk 1997; MacAyeal et al., 1996]. Differences 
between modeled and measured ice speed are largest 
where there are discrepancies in inflow velocity: where 
the model under predicts the rate of ice stream discharge 
and where flow from small outlet glaciers of the TA~d 
has been ignored. Underpredictions in ice shelf speed 
can be corrected by refinements in the basal bound-
ary conditions of the ice streams and by the addition 
of more inflow alonO" the mountains. Ice shelf speed is 
b 
overpredicted downstream of Ire Strpam C. w\wrp the 
model asserts that ice is floatillg but where observation 
would suggest the ice is partly grounded (in the area 
of SteerslH'ad and Crary Ire Rise). That problem is 
likely due to errors in the initial ice thicklH'sS or basal 
topography. 
3.2. Thermal Equilibrium 
Evaluation of the steady state ice sheet temperature 
computed by the thprmodynamic portion of the model 
relies on a combination of observation, extrapolation, 
and common sense. The broadest picture of icp sheet 
temperature available is that of water at til<' ice/bpd 
interfacp. infPfred from airborne radar soundings [ef. 
Shabtaif et at.. 1987]. In gpnpral, water appears to 
\)(' prpspnt beneath the active ice stn'ams and beneath 
much of Ice Stream C but is not obsprved belH'ath the 
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Figure 8. Ice speed in a cross section that is approxi-
mately perpendicular to the flow direction of Ice Stream 
B. The transect intersects thp interstream ridge, which 
is easily identified by a sudden decreasp in spped within 
the body of the ice stream. (a) Downstream compo-
nent of velocity across the northern, B2. and southern, 
Bl, tributaries of the ice stream, measured by crevasse 
tracking [after Whillans and van der Veen, i 997]. (b) 
Ice speed across the modeled stream. The shapes of the 
curves are similar, but the comparison is limited by the 
resolution of the model, about ;) km in this area. (c) 
The ice stream shear margins emerge as zones of rapid 
change in speed (close contour spacing) in a vertical 
view of the across-B section. The region of ice stream 
flow is underscored with a heavy line, the interstream 
ridge is overscored with a heavy line, and the location of 
the UpB camp is denoted by an asterisk. The contour 
interval is 20 mIYr. 
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Figure 9. Homologous temperature at the bed at the 
end of the thermal equilibration. Homologous temper-
ature is the ice temperature minus the pressure melting 
point temperature, so a negative value indicates a frozen 
bed. The contour interval is 2 K. 
interstream ridges. Water floods into boreholes drilled 
on Ice Stream B, while drilling fluid (water) rushes 
out of boreholes drilled at the UpC camp [Engelhardt 
and Kamb, 1997; H. Engelhardt, personal communica-
tion, 1998]. A borehole drilled in the ridge between Ice 
Stream B's two tributaries found basal ice below the 
melt temperature (H. Engelhardt, personal communi-
cation, 1998). Basal ice temperature is of particular 
interest because it is important to the viability of ice 
streams and to the magnitude of grounded ice velocity. 
Also, while the initialization technique used here does 
not allow the model to correctly capture all features 
of the depth variation of ice temperature, it should be 
able to reproduce general features such as basal melt-
ing. More locally, borehole temperature data from Byrd 
Station, Ice Streams Band C, and station J9 on the 
Ross Ice Shelf are compared with model-computed ice 
temperature. The following evaluation of steady state 
ice sheet temperature computed by the thermodynamic 
portion of the model relies on a combination of obser-
vation, extrapolation, and common sense. 
The homologous temperature of basal ice at model 
equilibrium and mesh nodes at the melt temperature at 
the ice/bed interface are mapped in Figures 9 and 10. 
The model predicts basal freezing beneath interstream 
ridges (Figures 10 and 11) and Siple Dome, which are 
expected to be frozen, according to field observations, 
and beneath the downstream section of Ice Stream C, 
which has recently ceased rapid flow and where observed 
temperature is near the melt temperature. Surprisingly, 
substantial portions of the ice streams are also predicted 
to be below the melt temperature at the bed (Figure 
10). That result suggests that the present day geometry 
of the ice streams (relatively thin) promotes a tendency 
toward freezing. The modeled depth-variation of tem-
perature at the UpB and UpC borehole sites compares 
favorably with measured ice temperature so the model 
thermodynamics is sound (Figure 12). Rather, spatial 
variation in basal melting beneath the ice streams is 
due to the present-day tendency toward basal melting 
or freezing because the initialization technique has no 
memory of past conditions. Variations may also be due 
to the assumption of spatially uniform boundary condi-
tions (for example, the geothermal heat flux and basal 
friction or lack of a meltwater storage and drainage sys-
tem). 
Thermal spinup of the inland ice is more problematic. 
The model ice sheet develops thick interior zones of ice 
at or near the melt temperature that are certainly in-
correct. The error in the model-derived depth variation 
of inland ice temperature is demonstrated by a down-
stream cross section through Ice Stream B (Figure 13), 
which intersects two volumes of anomalously warm ice. 
Comparison of modeled ice temperature with temper-
atures measured in the Byrd Station borehole (Figure 
12) shows a slight overthickening of warm ice near the 
base of the core, but for most of the depth of the core 
the modeled and observed temperature curves are sim-
ilar. The problem does not develop within Ice Stream 
C (Figures 12 and 14), which is treated as inland ice 
in the model, so it is unlikely to be an error in the 
model physics. There is no inland/stream boundary in 
the vicinity of Ice Stream C, yet anomalous warming 
does occur inland of the quiescent stream so the warm-
ing cannot be due to a problem in the model numerics. 
The anomalous ice warming must be due to something 
peculiar to the geometry of the ice sheet's interior: a 
positive feedback between strain heating and the tem-
Figure 10. Model mesh nodes at the melt tempera-
ture are plotted with the approximate outlines of the 
five WAIS ice streams. Note that node density varies 
throughout the model domain, being greatest in the ice 
stream and grounding line areas. 
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Figure 11. Ice and bedrock temperature across Ire 
Stream B at the end of the thermal equilibration. The 
contour interval is 5 K. The ice/bed boundary is drawn 
with a heavy line. The region of ice stream flow is un-
derscored with a heavy line, the interstream ridge is 
overscored with a heavy line, and the location of the 
UpB camp is denoted by an asterisk. The 270 K con-
tour dips down to the ice/bed interfact:' beneath tht:' 
interstream ridge indicating a frozen bed. This model 
predicted frozen bed condition beneath the ridge agrees 
with field observations. 
perature dependence of the flow law, amplified by steep 
surface slope [cf. Payne and Dongelmans, 1997]. The 
correlation between surface steepening and the model's 
interior warm ice zones occurs everywhere and is partic-
ularly striking in a profile from the inland ice reservoir, 
through Ice Stream C, and into the ice shelf (Figun> 14). 
Steep surface slope causes large shear strain rates llcar 
the base of the inland ice sheet which, in turn, produce 
large viscous heating. Over the course of the thermal 
spin-up, heating warms ice at depth with the result that 
the ice deforms more rapidly. When the initialization 
routine updates ice velocity, the faster deformation pro-
duces even larger viscous heating. The feedback contin-
ues, and a thick core of ice near the melt temperature 
is created. Strain heating is maximal just upstream of 
a surface slope break, so a steep temperature gradient 
develops beneath the slope break (Figure 14). Vertical 
velocity is strongly downward upstream of the break. 
Large velocity would thin the ice, were the mass bal-
ance portion of the model to be used. Indeed, the erro-
neous inland ice temperatures can be attributed to our 
requirement of fixed ice thickness during the thermal 
equilibration. 
The importance of the strain heating feedback is 
demonstrated by repeating the thermal equilibration 
with constant, instead of temperature-dependent, flow 
law parameters (notation section). A flow law with pa-
rameters set for ice at 263 K suppresses the feedback 
and yields smooth temperature fields in the steady state 
ice sheet (Figure 15). Thus it is concluded that the 
anomalous warming is a normal result of the feedback 
between ice deformation and temperature in the flow 
law, amplified by the initialization technique. 
Model-computed ice shelf temperatures are compared 
with temperature measured in the J9 borehole on the 
Ross Ice Shelf (82°22'S, 168°3S'vV; Figure 12). The 
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Figure 12. Comparison of model-computed and mea-
sured ice temperature at four locations: the UpB camp 
on Ice Stream B. the UpC camp on the now quiescent 
Ice Stream C, at Byrd Station in the interior of West 
Antarctica, and at station .19 on the Ross Ice Shelf. 
:\1easured temperatures are plotted as a solid line (from 
Engelhardt et al., [1990], H. Engelhardt (personal com-
munication,199S), Robin, [1983], and MacAyeal, [1979]' 
respectively). Modeled ice and bedrock temperatures 
are plotted as a dashed line. Small differences in the 
shapes of the curves at each point may be due to past 
variations in surface temperature and accumulation rate 
and in basal melting, which cannot be accounted for 
by the model initialization process. At the UpC site, 
the observed temperature is cooler than the modeled 
ice temperature at middepth because past basal melt-
ing, not reproduced by the initialization process, has 
removed warm ice from the base of the ice stream, de-
pressing ice temperature. At Byrd Station the differ-
ence between the two curves near the ice/bed interface 
(about -900 m elevation) is due to the development of 
an overthick layer of deep inland ice at the melt tem-
perature during the thermal equilibration process. 
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Figure 13. Ice and bedrock temperature at the end of the thermal equilibration, along the 
cross section that includes Ice Stream B. The contour interval is 5 K. The ice/bed boundary is 
drawn with a heavy line. The region of ice stream flow is underscored by a heavy line, and the 
location of the UpB camp is denoted by an asterisk. 
shapes of the two temperature profiles are similar, and 
the largest difference at any depth is about 2 K. The 
shape of the observed temperature profile is due, in 
part, to the dynamic history of the ice shelf [MacAyeal, 
1979]. The thermal equilibration process used here does 
not account for past flow or for oceanographic effects 
so some discrepancy between modeled and observed ice 
temperatures is expected. 
3.3. Conclusions From the Thermal 
Equilibration Process 
Overall, the model performs well, even without any 
attempt at parameter tuning. Initial, assumed balance 
velocities computed by the model are similar to mea-
sured surface velocities. Where differences occur, they 
can be explained by inadequate specification of bound-
ary conditions and in a few places by erroneous thermal 
effects. In some cases, the corrections to those condi-
tions can be made easily (such as adding inflow from 
small Transantarctic Mountain glaciers). In other cases 
(such as ice stream basal friction), improved boundary 
conditions require additional research. 
The thermal equilibration process worked well in the 
ice stream area and in the ice shelf but worked poorly in 
some inland ice locations. The initial intent was to fol-
low the thermal spinup with a full mass, stress, and heat 
balance equilibration. Such a procedure would eventu-
ally correct temperatures in the inland ice. The Euro-
pean Ice Sheet Modelling Initiative (EISMINT) Phase 
II, Level 2 model validation is similar to the full initial-
ization intended here so experience from the EJSMINT 
validation of the present model (discussed in section 
3.4) can be used to predict the sequence of events were 
a full equilibration to be performed. Rapid discharge of 
the warm ice would thin the inland ice and allow it to 
cool. Ice sheet volume would decrease rapidly, falling 
below the volume that corresponds to a balance situa-
tion for the present-day boundary conditions. The thin, 
cool, slow flowing ice sheet would then regrow slowly 
toward steady state. Such an equilibration process re-
quires thousands of model years to reach steady state 
and is thus not practical for the high-resolution WAIS 
model and available computational resources. 
The development of thick, warm ice zones during 
the thermal equilibration of the model is an exagger-
ation of a real process within the WAIS. Curiously, 
the surface steepening and related ice warming occurs 
near the present-day ice stream onsets. The steepening 
must be, in part, a consequence of faster ice discharge 
downstream of an ice stream onset, but that steepening 
may also play an important role for the onset, warm-
ing ice to the point where basal sliding, and in turn, 
frictional heating and basal meltwater production, can 
begin. Once an acceptable initialization method is es-
tablished, the whole-ice-sheet model will be well-suited 
to explore ice stream onset processes. 
3.4. Model Validation 
The European Ice Sheet Modelling Initiative has es-
tablished formal guidelines for the validation of numeri-
cal ice sheet models. The numerics of the present model 
are validated according to the EISMINT Phase II, Level 
2 control experiment (P. Huybrechts, http://home-
pages.vub.ac.be / phuybrec/eismint /antarctica.html). 
This is a whole Antarctic ice sheet test in which mod-
els are simplified so that the comparison will not be 
affected by special preferences of individual modelers. 
The present model, fitted to the EISMINT intercom-
parison design, performs well over the long iteration 
process. Changes in grounding line location, including 
the brief development of isolated areas of floating ice 
surrounded by grounded ice, are handled smoothly and 
do not cause instability in the model. Areas of exces-
sively fast flow, due to limitations in the input data, do 
not cause numerical instability. Such areas simply dis-
charge a large volume of ice until they thin sufficiently 
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Figure 14. (a) Homologous temperature, (b) viscous 
heating, and (c) vertical velocity in the ice along a cross 
section from the inland catchment, down Ice Stream C, 
and into the ice shelf. The contour intervals are 2 K, 1 
m/yr, and 0.002 W m-2 , respectively. Negative vertical 
velocity indicates ice moving downward, upstream of 
the nickpoint. The slope break and large strain heating 
occur near the head of the now stagnant ice stream. 
to reach steady state or over thin and then regrow to 
steady state. We conclude that the model behaved as 
expected, indicating no errors in the underlying numer-
ics. 
3.5. Discussion 
This present contribution offers a new three dimen-
sional, finite element, dynamic/thermodynamic numer-
ical model of ice sheet, ice stream and ice shelf dynam-
ics. Advances over past work include the coupling of 
ice stream, inland ice, and ice shelf physics into one 
quasi-three-dimensional model and the incorporation of 
both vertical and horizontal temperature advection into 
the thermodynamics. Modeled present-day ice flow and 
temperature, used to evaluate model performance, com-
pare favorably with observation. Discrepancies that ex-
ist are due in part to limited knowledge ot some bound-
ary conditions and to flaws in the chosen initialization 
technique. 
The principal limitation in r,pplying the numerical 
model is computation time. Our preferred method for 
computation of surface elevation gradients from ele-
ments to nodes, Gaussian quadrature, (used for inland 
ice mass flux calculations) is computationally intensive, 
precluding long time span experiments. Long computa-
tion time is also a hurdle for model initialization, lim-
iting the model's use to certain types of problpills (i.e., 
studies of ice stream and ice shelf flow coupled to a 
steady state inland ice sheet; studies in which the flow 
law parameters for inland icc are specified for a cold 
temperature; studies of present-day ice sheet interac-
tion with the bed). An effort to reconfigure the model 
to use a fast linear interpolation only scheme is now un-
derway. Experiments with centroid ba.'ied Delaunay tri-
angulation yield unreasonable interpolated values where 
gradients change significantly over length scales similar 
to mesh resolution and interpolation error can be de-
pendent on mesh geometry. An approach which holds 
more promise capitalizes on the nearly 2 to 1 ratio of el-
ements to nodes for large triangular meshes. The prob-
lem of interpolating from element centers to nodes is 
thus overdetermined and appropriate for a least squares 
inversion. If a linear interpolation scheme is adopted, 
its inherent smoothing will affect model accuracy. Such 
smoothing is unlikely to affect the outcome of long-
time ice flow simulations but could be important to 
detailed investigations. A lower-order model could be 
restricted to use in model initialization, and the higher-
order model could be used for experimentation. 
The challenge of improving model initialization is 
largely technical. Once those improvements are made, 
the model will be a good investigative and prognostic 
tool. However, even the anomalies produced by an in-
adequate initialization technique contain :nformation. 
Although the effect of steep changes in surface slope on 
strain heating and ice temperature wa.s amplified in the 
model results discussed here, that heating is required by 
the thermodynamics of ice flow and is probably related 
to the inland onset of ice streams. 
The challenge of improving boundary conditions is 
the challenge of understanding how the ice sheet sys-
tem works. For example, the model ice streams flow an 
order of magnitude too fast when there is no coupling 
between ice and the till over which it flows, implying 
that ice streams require some form of flow resistance 
in addition to resistance from the their margins and 
from the ice shelf. That resistance may be provided by 
basal friction, as modeled here, or could be due to some 
other manner of interaction between ice and bed, or by 
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Figure 15. Ice and bedrock temperature at the end of the thermal equilibration with flow law 
parameters are set at cold ice values, along the cross section that includes Ice Stream B. The 
contour interval is 5 K. The ice/bed boundary is drawn with a heavy line. The region of ice 
stream flow is underscored by a heavy line and the location of the UpB camp is denoted by an 
asterisk. 
ice fabric or temperature changes at the ice stream mar- t time, years. 
temperature, K. gins. We are now at work implementing a new theory of T 
till mechanics [Tulaczyk, 1998]' in which till strength de- Ta mean annual surface temperature, K. 
pressure-dependent melt temperature, calcu-
lated as To - pg(zs - z)<I>, K. 
pends on till porosity, to determine basal drag beneath Tpmp 
ice streams. Models that simulate the effects of vari-
ous basal conditions on ice/bed coupling can be used in T(Zb) 
conjunction with the ice flow model presented here for T* 
both investigative and prognostic studies. 
basal ice temperature, K. 
homologous temperature, calculated as T-Tpmp , 
K. 
The model also demonstrates the well-known incon- u horizontal velocity vector, m/yr. 
gruity between the downstream increase in ice stream u, v, w 
speed and decrease in driving stress (ice thickness). The 
velocity component in (x, y, z) direction, respec-
tively, m/yr. 
solution may be found in downstream changes in basal W viscous heating in ice, W m- 2 . 
friction or in side drag afforded by the margins. There Wb frictional heating at ice/bed interface, W m- 2 . 
axes and locations in Cartesian coordinate sys-
tem, m. 
may be temporal, in addition to spatial, changes in x, y, Z 
these boundaries. The model developed here, used to-
gether with field observations, is a good interpretive tool Zb ice sheet base elevation, m. 
bedrock surface elevation, m. 
ice sheet surface elevation, m. 
to study those possibilities and other boundary condi- Zr 
t~n~su~. ~ 
Notation 
Variables used in model equations 
it upper surface accumulation rate, positive for ac-
cumulation and negative for melting, m/yr. 
A ice flow law rate factor used for inland ice, cl'll-
culated as aexp(-Q/(RT*)), Pa- 3 s-l. 
b lower surface accumulation rate, positive for ac-
cumulation (freezing) and negative for melting, 
m/yr. 
B flow law rate factor used for floating ice, calcu-
lated as A-lin, Pa s-1/3. 
E flow law enhancement factor, nondimensional. 
h ice sheet thickness, equal to Zs - Zb, m. 
hmw ice sheet basal melt water (fresh water) thick-
ness, m. 
Hi heat flux into the ice from the ice/bed interface, 
W m- 2 . 
Ho heat flux in the ice just above the ice/bed inter·· 
face, W m- 2 . 
zsl sea surface elevation, m. 
z+ positive side of the ice/bed interface, m. 
z- negative side of the ice/bed interface, m. 
f3 basal flow resistance parameter for ice streams, 
Pa s/m. 
A thickness of bedrock layer, m. 
w temperature oscillation frequency at ice/bed in-
terface, s-l. 
Tb basal shear stress, Pa. 
Ve effective viscosity used in flow law for floating 
ice, Pa s. 
Constants used in model equations 
a rate constant factor, 7.23 x 10- 12 if T* < 263 K 
and 3.47 x 104 if T* 2: 263 K, Pa- 3 S-l. 
c heat capacity of ice, 2115.3 + 7.79293(T - To), J 
kg- 1 K- 1 . 
Cr heat capacity of bedrock, assumed sedimentary, 
1000 J kg- 1 K- 1 . 
Da diffusivity of asthenosphere, 1 x 108 m2 /yr. 
9 acceleration due to gravity, 9.81 m s-2. 
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G geothermal heat flux, 0.0669 W m- 2 . 
k thermal con-
ductivity of ice, 3.101 x 108 exp( -0.0057T), W 
m K- 1 . 
kr thermal con~uctivity of bedrock (sedimentary), 
3.3 W m K- . 
L f latent heat of fusion for water, 3.35 x 105 J /kg. 
n exponent in Glen's flow law for ice, 3. 
Q activation energy for creep flow of ice, 6.0 x 104 
if T* < 263 K and 13.9 x 104 if T* > 263 K 
J/mol. - , 
R gas constant, 8.31 J /mol/K. 
To triple point of water, 273.15 K. 
<I> dependence of melting temperature on pressure, 
8.71 x 10-4 K/Pa. 
P density of ice, 910 kg m-3 . 
Pa density of asthenosphere, 3000 kg m -3. 
Pr density of bedrock (sedimentary), 2700 kg m-3 . 
Pw density of seawter at melt temperature, 1027 kg 
m- 3 . 
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